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ABSTRACT
Colleges should implement cafeteria composition (a,

. widely varied program of composition) in order to acknowledge the
huge variety 4,educational needs, educational objectives, and
socially usef functions to which colleges must respond. As a
prelude to this argument, the educational philosophies of Miller and

Smitherman may be reviewed. Miller considers composition courses to

be an incentive for student creativity, but Smitherman, without'
rejecting aesthetic concern for language, sees composition courses as .

a service designed primarily to help students do their work in other.

college courses more competently. Cafeteria composition incorporates
both of these educational objectives by,making available to students

a variety of courses taught by a variety of teachers with different

approaches and styles. (TS)
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At the CCCC meeting in New Orleans in 1973, Prof. 'James E.

Miller, 3r. of the Department of English at' the University of

Chicago delivered en e6diess entitled "Rediscovering the Rhetoric

of Imagination," in which he adociates as a main goal for the

toachin:1 of composition, wat ue can call "the classroom of

creativity." Says Millqr: "There is nothing of 'correction here,

but much of liberation, much that night lead naturally to they.

natural use, of language symbolically and creatively....we can turn

composition into a process of exploration and discovery--a genuine

rhetoric of imagination." 1

6
At the CCCC. meeting in Anaheim in 1974, Prof. Geneva Smithermen

P of the Center for Black Studies at Wayne State University, delivehd

vs.
on address entitled "Hidden Agendas: The View from Minority Students

Or 'Keep This Nigger Boy Runnin',
0 in which she articulated quite

another purpose for the teaching of composition, at least for

Al
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minority students, than does Miller, an approach we can 'call "the

classroom or survival." She says:

...I )m net unmindful of the theory held by same

#

that writing should,be a "liberating activity,°-

a consciousness building_Fhing, but writing as

- th'erapy.justain the Black student's Thang. His

"TGroup" done been the Oral Tradition that is

embodied in the rap session at the crib on the

corner. And he got hiWBlack Consciousness Thang

together back in the Sixties; now he wants to be

able to deal on the society/system w4h.his new

sense of self. So unlike the uptight; "uptaught"

student, he is pretty much in touch with him.5elf

and free of the psychological hangups of the*

white, middle class student. BUT he is still

enslaved in other importanCways: this Black

student is looking for political and economic

liberation and perceives his university credentials

as a step toward the goal of liberation. Thus 'he

is likely to diamiss as irrelevant composition

teaching not geared towards equipping him with the

necessaries for his university survival kit. 2

Tkeso two statements are representative of two important points

of view abroad in bur profession about the whys--aN1, consequently,

te:howsx--of composition teaching. Must we choose one or the other

as an ideology for our composition classroom? Are they mutually
a.

exclusive? Must we choose between creation and survival? My own

3
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\ ',lent is 'alw"ays to seek a possible unity of opposites. Perhaps we

can do so here, after examining the two positionst.presented. Miller
.

v. Smitherman, thehor Smitherman v. Miller, if you prefer, as I

an not at all certain who, if anyone, is the .plaintiff and who, the

defendant in this case.

I have had the pleasure of being taught by James E. Miller, Jr.,

aricTIcan clearly see the conneetiOn between,the way he teaches.a

graduate seminar on Melvilje and the, way he approaches problems of

composition. His Sources aee deeply philosophical, his Concern is

the very working of the artistic imaginalon,-and the.uses of the

imagination not only by the artist, ',Lit by the audience as well.

Thus, nis paper on composition is sprinkled with quotations from

the Pisan CantoS, from Wallace Stevens arid from Margaret Mead; his

1

'ideolegyor co;4)ositi-on"derives from Susanne Langer's conception

of language as primarily symbolic rather than communicative, and

from Noam Chomsky's conception of "natural language," that amazing

innate ability of every human being to produce meaningful utterances.

From such sources, Miller extrapolates "the classroom of creation."

He conceives it the function of the composition teacher to do much

more than to teachlanguage as a skillo.or language as a means of. .

communicating messages. Indeed,. he relegates these tasks of

language to secandary and rather mundane places, and emphasizes

quite another role for language, and hence for the language teacher.

He says: "...we encounter (on the one hand) the view of language as

a moans of thought, ultimately flegitim.atol only in the service of.

aa austorb logic or .(on the othekhand), the view of language as a
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0, means of communication, of signalling me-s es from one person, to

another (or to many) with concision and Otecision....What else can

language do? The answer, I think, is .-almost overyttting...we must

begin to unders an that the essence of language lies not inletgic,

but in symbolism; that the end of langUage is best comprehended not

as communication, but as creation."

It is because of this view of language that Miller rkjectsltpd

classrobm of correction," a d also because or these views that he

rejects behaviorist approach° to composition teaching, which, would

lead ust.he sdyui here quoting Chomsky,
0. o,lreconstruct curriculum

in the terms defined by the new technology,: Anti it As not too

-difficult',il Miller continues to quote Chomsky approvinglyi" 'to

invent a rationale, making use of the concepts of ficontrolling

behavior,il enhancing ski115, and so ori. Nor is it difficult tp
*

construct objective tests.that4are sure.to demonstrate that an
4-

important educational goal has been achieved. They will not

demonstrate that it is important to conkentrate on developing

skilled behavlol. in the student. What little ue know about huthan

4nteliigence would at least suggest something quite different: that,

by diminishing:the range and complexity cif materialsprosented.to

the inquiring mind, by setting behavior in fixed patterns, 'these

Methods may harm and distort the normal dbmelopmerit of creative

abilitiesCV 3

It is.then in _part on the basis of his rejection of behaviorism

that Miller rejects the "classroom of correction," andi opts for the

.

U classroom of creation." While not very specific in recommendingsa
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procedure for the teacher in such a classioom (although in his text,

World, Self, 2221itx: The Rhetoric 21:1112Ainalioa;4 we can see his

approach in action), and while, in fact, hd says that !'....the

. creative clasetoom can never be brought into boing by formulas or

proscription," Miller does tell us what he sees.as,the primary

task of the teacher in the "classroom of creation." "In a truly

creative classroom," he says, "the teacher's primary aim Will be .

to help the student.to discover what, he already aws.....the

composition teacher...should come to realizd that the student has

mastered lin every day life an amazingly sophisticated rhetoric and

has lived intimately in and through language in its fundamentally %

(

symbolic*and creative sense. The creative classroom should be a
.

jllase of exploration and discoveTy for both the teacher and the

student of what the student knows, and shbuld provide experiences

for.freeing and extending, libetating and elabo;eting this.

khouledge."

As is the case in Millerlestatement, the 'sou ces of Smitherman's /

i4eology of compositign are quite clear and explici Thou0h.I have

not had the pleasIve or being formally taught by her, brief

conversation at Anaheim makes apparent her deep and abiding concerns

with the future for Black students and for other minority. student's'

in the University, her fundamentally political approach to language-

teaching as a tool for and a means towards liberation from racist

oppression, snd fur coming to terms witheif not undoing, a

repressive sbcial system.: Whore Miller cites Pdund and Stevens and

Mead, Smithermin cited the story of a Black linguist; Ernie Smiths
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-who, she says, ,I...used to be known as 'Sweet Ernie' in his old

hustlin d;ys in thestreetsV 'By telling his story as aalack r
o

student in the public schools alm6i--but not quite--auffocated

by the "clasproom of correction,': and by ilauding to Geneva.

Smitherman's own experidices in thesame institutions and in-the

Universities, she too rejects the ".classroom of correction." She -.

further asserts that such a' classroom is no mere vestige .of the

past.

From a concern about racism -in American University Unit, from

experiences es a 'Lack parson in white racist America, on the basis

of whatishe describes as "my ongoing research in this area," she

concludes that "...students 0 this generation bees going through

the same of changes that irnie and T vent through." She rejects
.

the classroom of correction not only because it fails to teach,
e

confuses the student, and undermines the student's confidence, but

also because it enhances the Black student's sense of inferiority.

vpn though the message of linguistic inferiority 'is not stated

explicitly," she ,says, "it conies, across through implicatiollvia

instructions, assignments, grading procedures, and so on."

*Rejecting, then, the "classroom of correction," and especially.

rejecting it when it derives from a standard based on purely white

determined norms, Smitherman sets forth what seems to me to be at

the core of her "ideology.of composition." She cltesPas example

the work at Black-run Nairobi College at PEO.o Alto, /here the

watchword is "excellence;'' and says: "The Excellence model asserts

that.BlackiTand other minorities can excel in cognitive/linguistic
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tasks and teaches towards the acquisition of that Excellence.

Specifically in language/coMposition teaching, this bees Mbanin

that we bypass the petty talk about whetherstudents bees sayin

he do or he does, and instedb we set up a learning environment

whereby he gains mastery in higher order conceptual skills arid

the ability.to articulate his thoughts logically, coherently, with

specificity, and NIB. WHATEVER ! i AND BOLTS OF DIALECT HE HAS AT

HIS COMM1ND ",

It seems to me that the issue in.Smitherman v. Miller is ,here

as explicitly stated as it can be: "symbolism" as opposed.tq "logic,

'77121

1.4.

e

coherence and specificity;" "creation" as opposed to. "higher order

conceptual skills,' "the classroom of creation" 'as opposed to "the
.

classroom of survival."

Smithernan calls tu her aid. not Langer or Chomiky, but' quite

another sort of source for her position. She argues that the.

people who know hest what they need from the composition classroom

the students themselves. "7e need a philosophy of composition',"

she "which speaks to the question: why, do this student need.

this course, which may be different from: why dojo the teacher,

think he need it, but showld be the same as: why do he, the student,

and cne which sharply distinguishes Smitherman and Miller. While

iller arrives at his conclusions frOm.theoretical constructs

.concerning the nature, of language, Smitherman. arrives it hers.from

is

the nation that the composition course, above all, nutt.be bAsed on

the felt needs of stdents themseaves.

8

MM.

tnink he need.it?" This is an.important assertion, it seems*to me,\ r
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Based on her survey of expro5sed'student need, Smitherman:

tellt us quite specifically' what the 'classroom of survival" ought

to do. She asks that the teacher of composition help students to

acquire fotur "compatencies:"--Which very uord once agaib demonstrates

. the distinction between Smitherman and Miller. Smitherman asks

that wi teach the following:

- 1. l'Competence in obtaining information;"

. .

. .

. 217 "competence in reading," by which she means learning to

make "...inferences and critically reacting to material read;"

3. "competence in using language'as a conceptual tool," by

which, she says, she means the "...cognitive function of language,".

and specifically rejects concern with the aesthetic use. of language;

4. "Competency in organizing concepts into larger units of

vcrbalization."

Smitherman concludes her discussion of these competencips by

calling -for an understanding that the composition course is'a

process course, which can be related to other areas of knowledge,

" ...cause; you see, the most commonly articulated need from Blick

students is that English teachers give them skills to write for

other courses." Where Miller considers the composition course a

Din an sich, devoted to the. fostering of the creative, liberating,
fitegeg4 to 114) wal 'wick/1r rowel* was* fteins 0/

enriching language experience, SmithermanASEWS the composition 1'7006

course as a service designed mainly to help students do their work

in other college courses more competently.

The "classroom of correction" is rejected by both our

ideologies of composition" so far they agree. But on the positive
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si!e, that is, in attertpting to deFine what the Classroom ought to

ca, we are faced with contradictory positions. In ptactical terms,

I find that the tenweek quarter, or even the two tenweek lipayters

of composition required of students at my unlvorlsity, 'are simply

not long enough to teach the compoencies Smitherman proposes, 4,(1

at the same time, to devote the leisureq the,thought, the talk,
0

the experiencing, necessary to learn to''use language creatively,

freely and in liberating ways, as Miller proposes. -If, or the

other hand, I mere to make a choice for our entire composition

program, and choose either of these approaches, the eviderice

presented by the two scholars ma es'it clear to me that some

students will reject whichever c oice I make as either "irrelevant"

or else "mickeymouse," and wil reel that their needs have not

been met.

Poraonally, I find myself in.sympathy with both the "ideologise
.

of composition" proposed, for different reasons. As a person who
4

deals professionally not only with composition but, like so many

of us, with fiction and poetry and drama as well, I am constantly

involved with precisely the rel.° for languagb which Miller discusses.

Indeed, as a person with a vision of a genuinely liberated humanity,

a vision much formed by(Marx and his followers, and by such Marxist

thinkers and artists as Erich Fromm, Antonio Gramsbi, Walter

Benjamin, Theodore Adorno and Bartolt Brecht, I find most attractive

the notion that the teacher of cgpposition can play a role in

liberating the minds of his students from the shackles of an

alienation imposed 4y a repres4ive society and its mores. As
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Herbert Maccuse has ppidted out,5 even the language of the society

fosters repri6Sion and alienation. If, then, I odn Kelp students

by means of understanding tNe force of languagp, to liberAte

themselveS'forther-by extending the imagination into hitherto

to them unknown realms of free and. truly human activity, I an

most gratified* The "classroom of creationll seams to me a tool

towards such an end--and furthprmoye, the problems of pedagogy

it presents are intrinsically fascinating.
4

Onthe other hand, as a person involved extensively in the

political life of my community on a Mail* and ongoing basis,

and thus as a person in some contact with the needs and feelings

-of poor people and working people, whose children see college
.

as means for escaping the Welfare case worker or thelsteel mill

foreman, I am also aware that sre of our students need precisely

to 16arn se lang6age as a tioorfor identifylig certain

icted codes and for Solving certain pressing cognitive

problems. These students facoba variety of life -- tacks. They

must get and hold jobs in management circles, or ur..te speedhes

and platforms for local elections, or, for that matter, and fOr

me of greater interest, figure out. how to get the inforlitton

for and then write a leaflet that will attack 8 discriminating.

or union --busting boss, or a Congress or \it President who 0.11s
,

needed social legislation, or .an oil company which helps'to
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support apartheid in South Atfica. The gclasszeom of survival"

seems to me a toel towards such endsand, fukthermore the
4

problems or pedagogy it prese nts are also intrinsically fascinating..

Survival and creation --- -those are the great human imperatives,

and both can bq reflected in an ."ideology of composition."NThey'

will be in clontradiction only because in any one giVen class, for

any one given-student with his or her own perceived needs, within

a limited time span, both these Iseful approaches cannot be
. .

. -
.

\ .

followed. 1 ,

of . i

. g

There is another dimension to this problem, a dimension that

derives from the nature*of the student body in 'modern Amerlcan

Institutions of higher education. Surely .we need no longer rehearse

the'fact than colleges, universities or junior colleges have become,

in the last three decades or so, institutions asked to do many more

things and to servd the needs of a much larger .variety pf students

than ever befoie in their 'history. Where 'once one might assume, in

.. most 'schoolsp a fairly homogeneous, essentially middleclass student
4 .

,

body, we nou have a most heterogeneous group f studen s to serve,
,

diversa in terms of caste and class, ethnicity land previous

education, goals and desires, and even in age. Such a variety or
.

students exists not only among various instituptions, but
.

td ono

degree or another within each 4nstitution, be'it junior college,
.

/

.

,
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state Universip, or eriteacademy. That fact, Which we all

acknowledge but on which we too infrequently act, makds all the

diffbrence. For I would argue that, in part at least, the

distinction, in -goals 'between Switho'rman and MilltSr is a distinction

in goals dependent upon the social or economic class of the

studenis served. Though there are certainly many exceptions

among individual students, it is.probable that the "classroom of

crpation".is more likely to be sought by middleclass students

for whom tha economic consequences of educations ze secondary,

While the "classroom of survival" is more likely to be sought not

only by Black and other ethnic. minority students, but generally by

students from poor and workingclass backgrounds, for whom a college

,
.

wayeducation is a way they hope a' I keep them out of, the mill, the

mine, tho shop, the re taus t kitchen, or the secretarial pool.

One other component mast be added to our considerapion of an

' appropriate "ideology of compositic 1." Hiller deals extensively

uith MoamChomsky's cogent attack on behaviorist psychology. Along

with Chomsky, he rejects the principles of the behaviorists for

establishing educational methbdologies and goals. But in his very

rejection--one which.I larger), share--Miller cites Chomskyts left

hanUed concession to the behaviorists ability to teach,<.and to know

how to teach, a limiteaantl, he would add and I would agree ---at

limiting sot of skills.

My -point here is not to defend or attack behaviorism as such.

The discussionof behaviorism in Miller'S paper, IiiiiArterj... and in
-

Chtlmsky's work and elsewhere, which continues to go on so ext6hs-i-vgly

./

'V
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does indicate that research in and an understanding of learning

theory in general,is very much in flux. We do not knouwhat to

teach and how to teach, in part because we have not yet sufficiently

refined our understanding of the human mind to.comprehend fully how
/

pe
°
ple learn. The swings and the seeming faddishness, then, of s/

theories orcompersition teaching and of other teaching as well,

are not only Mlle result \of the vagaries of educators, but also the

result of living in a time when we know enough to be aware that

many of our educational procedures h e failed, w le uo do not

know enough to understand how to correct our failures.

My effort, then, 6 arrive at an honest, an appropriate, a

useful "ideology of composition" is predicated on several postulates,

'as follows: #

1. The "classroom of correction" is inadequate, and indeed

harnful to the development of languag6 skills for most students.

2. The nature of the contemporary student body in our schools

ri.s such that we may well expect, and do indeed find, a large variety

of student perceived educational needs, ranging from "liberation"

and "creation'io "competency" and "survival," depending upon the

reasons for which the student

school experience.

3. Both the "clasqroom of'creation" and the "classroom of

as subjected him or hefself to the

survival" can be forms of liberating activities, though each can

halp to liberate human beings in.differept ways, and from different'

aspects of an oppressive and alienating social system.

4. Learning theory is in such a state of flux that it is

I

II
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impossible to say Plat any one way of teaching, or any one sat of .

\'

approaches to teaching, is the way .,to teach any particular body of
#,

knowledge,

experience;

set of skills, er means of apprehending and influencing

and all our .teaching methods must therefore have about

them something of the experimental and the tenuous, until wIF know.
w.

much more about how human t\ in learn.

Both the "classroom of creation" and the "classroom of

,survival" are attractive and interesting to me, and therefore I

assume, each, or both, will b interesting and attractive to a

variety of teachers, given ea1:h teacher's bent, philosophy, back

groUnd and training.

Given these 6ostulates, then, can we choose between the

classroorl. of survival" and the "classroom of creation*? The
. .

answer is, I thinkithat no institutional "we" can decide, for the

contempoary institutional "we" is too heterogeneous to make such.

a decision for all the students it encompasses. Each individual
4

student, however, can make such a decision, I believe, based on his

or heir own reason for being in school. Our responsibility,

teachers oP composition and as organizers of programs of composition,

is to provide the largest possible variety of classrooms for our

students: That,is, the ideology of composition I espouse here is
.

neither that of the "classroom of creation" nor that of the "classroom

of survival" but one.which encompasses both these clatisrooms, and,all

other varietidg of classrooms of which we can conceive and, more

i important, which our students may desire--indeed a veritable

cafotoria of available composition courses from Oich our students

15
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can choose that which the, feel will suit their particular appetites.

The ideology'respouse is one of plenitude, for I contend that our

students --and only our students--can be trustedtto knows air at

least in time to discovisr, what will satisfy their own needs fiom

among the richest variety of possibilities. I find, then, that in,

the case oe Smitheraan v..Miller, or Miller v. Smitherman, neither

is the plaintiff and neither the defendant, because both lay before
.

us vilid claims Por the needs of different individual students, so
1

that what the court ought to order is the availability of both

these approaches, and yet others not here contemplated, for decision

making by-those who musAbe the Supreme Court in all matters of

# ; .

educational decisionmaking studentstudents themselves.

We know that many a court decision is difficult to implement,

be it one ordering the desegregation of schools, the turning over

of tape recordings to an oager prosecutor, or, if I may be allocied

rile

my metap r, the, establishment of a widely varied program of

composiAon. I am not impractical enough to think that I ask for
,o

I

something simple or easy .to achieve. Such a concept as the composition
I

cafeteria brings with it innumerable problems of adminis ration and

'teaching procedure, and may well contain a number of.setious

pitfalls. I have neither.the skills, ndr here the t3.14, to try.\

,

to solve all these problems or to antibipate all possiLle pitfalls.

4If the concept of the composition cafeteria has any v lidity at ail,

its problems will certainly require and attract the attentions of a

variety of minds, a variety of administrators, teachers and students,

from a larjo variety of educational institutions.' All I propose to

v
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do here is to indicate briefly some problcrps I peroeive, so that we

canbexamine the ooncept of the composition cafeteria in reasonably

ealistic and reasonably pragmatic terms.

1
The
A

pDpkblem I perceive has. to do ,yith finding a variety
J

of faulty to teacti\such a variety of courses that the concept ofy .

"cafetkerian is real, and not merely a pretense. In order to find

such fal silty, uew 11 first of all have to write the most ,careful

despiiption of the teaching objectives of an particular class. Ile

will have toind language that will tell teacher& precisely what

is expected ofathem--and uhat students can expect--in any given

class: to teach a set of specific competencies; to provide
a.

opportunity for preative expression in nonfictional forms; to

explore language' as a creative means for the apprehension and

recording df reality; to teach techniques of gesearchand methods

of recording research in logical, coherent fashion. Such

descriptions and as many more_as our imaginaons and our under-:
rl%

standing of writing can conjure up, and as the particular needs of

our particular institutions require, will have to be urittent.and

will thenhave to be detailed in the forms of sample syllabi. and

course outlines, so that a prospective teacher can know what is

expepted of hire or her.

I envision here' it ought to be pointed out, a cafetepia based

on several criteria, including tee as of writing whpich is to be

4 taught, ra er than a cafeteria based only on the stibk.let matter

about uhicti writing and discussion are to turn. On my own campus,
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Prof. Irving [sill r, our director of composition until this year,

lead in the development of composition classes usiog, film, glasses

based on unified topics such as the ecology or women's problems,

and other varieties of composition courses. This was a considerable

advance and has worked very well. 'What I am proposing here, however,

is, I believe, a step beyond subject-based and technigua- .based

var.taipils in composition teaching. The suggested cafeteria which

derives from' an examination of Smitherman v. Mpler teL students

and teichors not onl§ that one can appyoach learning to write

through\ variety of subilect matter, acid through the examination

of media other than print; but also that there are many kinds of .

writing activities to be learned, only some of which can be taught

in one or two courses, and not all of.wIch need be learned by all

students. We will then have to see which of these skills our---°1

faculty membeis are prepared to teach and/or-are competent to teach.

If necessary we will. have tot.rain and retrain older and youngbr

facur4, or even to hire faculty with particular skills to fill

-___s! _. -1_- needs That is, we will have to take the teaching of

. I
Go

composition quite seriously, as,serlously as we take American or

British literature: tie make damned sure that, we have a Romantic

person and a Colonial person and a Victorian person and a
.

Renaissance person av ailable to teach our literature courses. If

tap decide to follow the composition cafeteria concept, we will have
a

to make dUre that we have/Competency person and a-creative non-

fiction person and a research techniques person, and several other

such persons.

*
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The other side of this problem has to do. with letting our *

students know what to expect from any particular classrooa, ao.

that.they can make

0 own educational nee

a choice based on.their perception of their

Again, catalog and time -- table copy will be

crucial here, as wil proper-and serious/stWont advising.. Further --

more, the wholy conc pt of such a composition program, aqd the

*relationship bett:Jedri various classes and the possible variety of

educational goals each class mrghi help to accompli h, must

'A.

made clear to our students, so that, like the informed elector

which thedemo.dratic process always, posits, they can make a

say at--

to

genuine choice, based on their ownI alHoqt hesitate to

enlightened selfinterest.

A subset of this problell :las to do with the student who

changgs his or her mind about the course chosen. 1 hive

toe claserriom of creation is. norellikely to be el-isen by middle
4'

Blass stuUents, and the classroom of survival is more likely td

0 chosen bystudents from ,poor and working classobackgrounds. But

that is surely not an invariab e rule. 'In each or these groups

there will be those who wil o1 fit thip expected pattern': The

said that

student maverick who doe tt fit any pa teT expected of him or

her is'one of the delights of most tempi, rs, is often the one

posbessineg the unusualt.the original mind, contact with Which is

one of the greatest emoluments or teaching. The last thing we

would want the composition cafeteria tp become a means of .

tracking students into roles set for them a r.fori on the basis of

clpas ethnicity, or background, roles set by a soci0y,they did

t
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not make. Such tracking was an insidibus byproduct of the late

and unlamented military draft., and is- often the effect of educational

grouping in the elementary and high schools, and is a way of keeping

people "In their place"--read, from rocking the boat in which the

,I. social system has set them toiling at the oars. Furthermore, as

we should by now have'learned from the women's movement, and from

the liberation movements ofBlack people and other ethnic' minorities,

socialization in ale oppressive society often leads people to have?

selfimages which make it. difficUlt to move out of prescribed
.P

tracks, so that they track themselves in docility and submission

into roles which they might wok not desire at all, given a, truly

fah

free chcico. All these factors, plus the, experience we have all had

uithgeneral.student'indecision and uncertainty, make itoabsolutely

essential that there be plenty of opportunity for students to change

.thoir minds about a composition course they have chosen.

This will mean mechanisms in which stOdents can change their

c9mposition classes as late in the quarter or semester or trimester'

as possiblu, while still profiting from instruction. It will make

it imporant to let bdents'drop cocxrses,'without prejudice or

madv rso effect on grade point averages and other-atademic measuring

devi es, with, much greater liberality than is the usual case. It

will

gradi g,,teaching towards achievement as more important than

mean that we must emphasize .earning ,,as far more important than'''

measur monts of success.
4.0

AL

Finally, we will have to find means of testing anti checking the-

:utility of the compositiun cafeteria. While we may reject, the

, 20
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behaviorist emphasis on quantifying all knowledge, wo will have to

find ways of discoveringt'quantitatively or qualitatively, iv even

` by nothing more impressive than the most careful observation, if

sour students,;are getting from their composition courses what they

need and want. Not only will we have to make this ;judgment on the

basis of-the student's continued life in the-educational institution,

but we will also want to see if whatever it is the stytent has

obtained in, the classroom ho or she has chosen is useful in some

life sense, some sense that leads to activity beyond the campus,

to activity in,the business.of being citizens, lovers, parents,

workers, revolutionaries, radicals, conservatives, artists, thinkers,.

dieamers, feelers, consumers, writers and talkers-z-all those

activities ;or life for which, after all, the educational institution

is to be a preparation, and on which the composition classroom may

have sane effect.

I foresee, then, zany problems in establishing the composition

cafeteria, but'I also think that only With some such approach can

we make valid the assertion that composition is importanstkis worth,

the spending of scarce educational resources, worthy of pursuit by

teachers who cjaim to be rendering a service to their communities

throUgh their profession, and, most important, worth our students'

time, effort and money.

The composition cafetetia should help to end.the elitism and

mitIdle-class bias which 6s:often been characterisVic of. thef 4

composition course, and which .often makes working-class and minority

students feel that composition is a stumbling block on their way to

21
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an education, rather than a useful 'and importarit learning experience.'

Such an approach should help to end the frustration of teachers

who oave ideas about how composition pught to be taught--ideas as

varied as Smithorman's or, Miller's--because thbre ought to be room

for all varieties of composition teaching in the cafeteria. Such

an bpproach should end any tendency towards the classroom of c

correction, because it will require the spelling out, if not of

behavioral, then surely of educational objectives not only for the

composition program of any particular campus, but for each and

every single composition courset'be they liberating objectives or
o

survival objectives, creative objermtkos d$ competencylearning

objectives, or some combination and integration of those objedtives.

Such a program ought to help 'end the crisis in composition

teaching, described once again and in detail in Ron Smith's recent

survey of composition programs in four year colleges,Fbecause it

ought to make composition for bur students net something of. which

they arip afraid but something ,to which they look wiAll interest,.

because they will be in a position to exercise the right to detormine

thelyr own educational objectives, in ways which appear usefql to them,

Ultimately, I think we all know that composition programs will live

or die not because of administrators, foetal), senates, English

departments.or state legidlators. They will live or die ecaus6

students Will decide that they want them or don't want-th em, can use

thsm or can't use them. Nothing can be cleFer in the ago of the

FTE.and the dying foreign language requirement.

It seems ,to me, finally, that the composition cafeteria is a,
lir -

I

.
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because it is congruent with the facts of

University, college and junior college iifeln our time. It

acknowledges by its very existence the huge variety of educational

needs, educational objectives, and socially useful functions which

the institution of higher education is asked to perform. It caters,

as we should cater, to a variety of felt student needs and to h

variety of future lifeobjectives. It %makes available different

programs for the fqlt needs of minority students and workingclass

students, mavericks and misfits, experimental school products'ar7d

'ghetto school products and.prep schpol products, all of whom can

hopefully find in an available cafeteria of composition something

that will be both nourishing and appetizing. Different strokes,

the cafeteria suggest, for different folks. Furthermore, the

cafeteria 'makes possible a variety of teaching approaches and'

teaching styles, at a time when we must all continuo td discover

how to teach by experimentation, because us have no final answers

as to how people learn best, or even as to what it is that people

need to know in order to become proficient writers and Communicators,

or creative users or language. In brief,, the composition cafeteria'

'seems to mo to democratize and..to open up the composition program

in Uayi it needs very badly.!

Thus I conclude argument in the Case of Miller v. Smithepman,..

or Smitherman V.eMillirl'hoping to have reached an out of court

settlement Which includes the,two opposites in a more inclusive

'23
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